
Such is Life

	Justin Wayne had enough of the Tatooine heat. Growing up there, he grew sick of it. His pale skin shivered at the thought of his flesh cooking in the cruel suns perched above him. He spent most of his youth in a constant shade of red, his flesh being cooked by the suns. He remained wrapped in his black cloak, almost cowardly, as he made his way to the local cantina. Long before he joined the Jedi, and even before he felt the Dark Brotherhood's call, he had been a law enforcement officer with the Mos Espa Police.	
	He received word, from an old contact, that one of his biggest arrests had escaped from prison, and was rumored to still be hiding out on the planet. Justin made many enemies during his time as an officer of the law, but none more dangerous than a Trandoshan slaver named Zhhar. Justin had arrested him for murdering several captured slaves he was bringing to the Hutts. Though slavery was permitted on Tatooine, killing them was still considered a crime. The Trandoshan believed himself untouchable, and didn't expect to be prosecuted. However with irrefutable evidence, even a corrupt justice system could not refuse to sentence him to a life of labor in the Tatooine mines. He remembered how the lizard hissed at him when the sentence came down. Zhhar swore to kill Justin when the opportunity presented itself. He hadn't forgotten this, and could only assume Zharr hadn't either. 
	As he entered the cantina, he moved swiftly to a back corner.  He purposefully kept his head down. Any eye contact here could cause a fight, or worse, attention he didn't need. The droid server approached him.
	 "Something to drink sir?" The droid asked in a mechanical voice.
	He knew he probably shouldn't indulge in alcohol at the moment, but, he must maintain appearances after all.It would be perceived as suspicious if a man came to a bar to not drink alcohol.
 	"A Jawa Juice." Justin answered, pleased at himself for finding an acceptable excuse.
	The droid hastily returned with a glass of the cold, intoxicating beverage. Justin sipped it slowly. Any other time he would guzzle it down quickly and have two more on the way. However, now it was time to work. A criminal slave lord escaping the mines would be the talk of the town, a hero, to a collection of villains such as these. He would need to spend the entire afternoon interviewing hesitant or uncooperative thugs and drunks and still may learn nothing. That is, as a detective. He was a Jedi now, and the Force could make short work of eavesdropping on drunks and ego inflated bar patrons. His master would frown on him neglecting skill and using the Force as a short cut. However, his master was not here, and Justin would have his mission completed and return to New Tython before any of the Jedi missed him.
	He summoned the Force to enhance his senses. Entering a Force powered trance in a loud cantina would be difficult, and he wouldn't be able to maintain the state for long. He removed all thoughts from his mind, pushed away all emotion. He felt each thud of his heart grow slower, yet louder. He felt the alcohol of the Jawa Juice tingle and twist its way through his blood stream. The loud music and voices of the cantina disappeared. It seemed as if time itself had slowed for him. He felt a deep peace wash over him and set mind to purpose. 
	He scanned the room for mention of Zhhar's name. He heard several different gossips claiming impossible feats such as killing over a hundred guards during the escape to Zhhar eating the warden. Justin wasn't interested in gossip, only facts. He started to lose hope when he heard a loud crash, instantly breaking his force fueled concentration and focusing his eyes where the sound came from. A server droid had spilled a drink on a Rodian patron. The Rodian, obviously drunk, began shouting at the droid, and pulled a blaster. He fired three shots, missing twice and hitting the wall behind the droid, causing several patrons to cower behind their tables. The third found its mark, causing the droid to fall in a heap, still spouting an apology until his voice servers shutdown. Immediately the Rodian was surrounded by bouncers. As they were dragging him out, he cursed them in his native tongue. Justin understood enough Rodese to know what the drunk was saying. He was boasting about how Zharr himself had hired him as protection, and would soon descend upon the place for the grievances committed against him. Justin decided this was the best information collected since his arrival and he was going to investigate. 	
	The Rodian was picking himself up out of the stand, still cursing. The fool was too drunk to notice Justin taking an interest in him. Once the thug was on his feet, he stumbled towards a swoop bike. Justin wouldn't be able to follow him now unless he could acquire one himself. The Rodian's swoop engine struggled to ignite, but once on, it whined past him and into the desert horizon. Justin quickly jumped into a land speeder and fired it up. Stealing was against his beliefs, but this was a lesser evil than allowing an escaped, slaving, murderer to remain free. As he gave chase he heard a man's voice, screaming for him to bring back his speeder, fading behind him.
	The Rodian's swoop came into view, swerving along the desert sands. Hopefully he would lead him right to Zhhar, and hopefully he was too inebriated to notice he was being followed. Finally Justin noticed the Rodian slowing down. He seemed to be heading toward a cluster of tents. Justin came to a stop and pulled out a pair of electrobinoculars. He immediately recognized the tents as Sand People dwellings. 
	He saw from a distance that his target had stopped the bike and fell into the sand attempting to dismount. He stumbled into the center of the camp and sat clumsily in a group of various species. Consisting mostly of Human and Rodian males, they appeared to be unorganized. A slaver of Zharr's status would not pal around with these vagrants. He would surround himself with elite Trandoshan warriors. Patience would serve him best here. Perhaps Zhhar had assembled a few mercenaries to watch his back until he could escape the planet. This collection of vagabonds must have killed the occupying Sand People tribe and took the camp as their own. It made a perfect hiding place for their group. No one would come looking amongst the Sand People for an escaped criminal. However if they were able to take out an entire tribe, he would have to be careful. Sand People were heathens, but a large group of them could be a challenge to overcome. This group could prove more dangerous than he assumed, and if Zhhar was indeed their leader, he knew they would be ruthless.
	He continued his surveillance of the camp until he noticed a Trandoshan leaving a tent with two Twi'lek females. Justin maximized the zoom on his binoculars. He could not tell one Trandoshan from another, but he left Zhhar with an injury that would be instantly recognizable. During the fight to arrest him, Justin had to gouge out one of Zhhar's eyes. Once the lizard gave him the right angle, Justin spotted a black patch covering the right eye. It was him. There was no question now. Justin would wait until dark and sneak into the camp. It would be easiest to assassinate him, but the Jedi would disown him for such an action. Taking him into custody and returning him to the mines was his mission.
	As darkness fell across the desert, it brought with it a relief from the heat. Justin headed toward the camp on foot. As he approached he noticed several men standing around a fire, drinking and having conversation. He did not count on anyone being awake. He quickly dove behind a tent and flattened himself against it. He figured these mercenaries would be lackluster in their mandate to protect Zhhar, not expecting one man to infiltrate their camp. Justin noticed one tent in particular was quite larger than the rest. Obviously the chieftains tent, he figured it seemed like a place a self important criminal would take refuge. He made his way toward it, slipping from shadow to shadow along the perimeter. Once behind the large tent, he pulled a knife from his boot and cut a tiny slit in the thick, Bantha hide tent. Justin peered in through the hole and saw his target sleeping alone in a rather uncomfortable looking pile of rags. Apparently, Sand People didn't use beds. Justin then continued to make his cut larger until he could enter through it.
	As he approached the sleeping Zhhar, he put the knife against his throat. Once he was satisfied with the position of his knife, he grabbed the lizard and ordered him to keep quiet.
	"If you make a sound, I'll open your neck lizard." Justin said in a hushed but firm voice.
	Zhhar resisted violently until Justin gained a controlling hold on him. The lizard looked with hatred at Justin, but complied. Justin ordered him over to the back of the tent where he had cut a hole earlier. 
	"Step through slowly." Justin ordered, still maintaining a firm grip on Zhhar.
	Zhhar resisted at first, but when the hardened durasteel blade pressed into his neck, he complied. The sound of cloth moving caused Justin to turn and see the two Twi'lek females entering the tent. He was caught. They both screamed and ran out of the tent. Zhhar pushed the distracted Jedi down to the floor and screamed for his guards. Justin jumped back to his feet and ignited his lightsaber, expecting trouble. Moments later, five mercenaries entered the tent with Trandoshan shotguns pointed at him. At this distance, there would be no deflecting the blasts. Justin knew he had no chance if he fought now. As he was contemplating his next move, he felt a sharp pain in his lower back. The knife he'd thrown down during the confusion was now sticking out of his back, held by Zhhar.
 	"Detective," the Trandoshan hissed. "Nice of you to visit me."  
	The Jedi's vision blurred, and then faded. 
	Justin slowly regained consciousness, chained between two large rocks embedded into the Tatooine landscape. The restraints hurt his wrists, as if they had been purposefully over-tightened. With his arms stretched between the giant boulders, he was unable to mount any type of attack. He was stripped down to his undergarments, and by the amount of blood and dirt caked on his knees, he assumed he must have been dragged here. The wound in his back pulsed with every breath. It was still dark out and had become quite cold. He scanned the area, and saw nothing but a few of the mercenaries and the vast desert. They had moved him from the main camp to a seemingly barren location. There were no weapons of opportunity available to him. Aside from the men, the only recognizable figure was the head of the Rodain he followed here, perched atop a spiked stick. He must have been executed for the looseness of his tongue, and leading Justin here while in a drunken stupor.  Zhhar noticed he was conscious and approached him.
	"I see you are admiring my work. Good help is hard to find these days." The lizard smirked. "Detective, or is it Jedi now? You could not possible understand what a gift you have given me. I have waited for this moment for what seems like an eternity." Zhhar said.
	Justin raised his head and looked up at the murderer.
 	"If you release me now Zhhar, I promise to only return you to the mines." Justin stated, trying to remain calm.  
	The Trandoshan smiled, "I never knew Jedi were so violent. Is that part of your code? 
	Justin struggled in his bonds, checking for any sign of weakness.
	"I assure you, every precaution has been taken to guarantee you will have no chance of escape. I have dealt with your kind before, Jedi." Zhhar said confidently.
	The pompousness of the Trandoshan was beginning to annoy the Jedi.
	"You robbed me of a great span of my life. There will be penance paid." Zhhar said, now taking a more somber tone.
 	Zhhar leaned down and positioned his face within centimeters or the Jedi's. He lifted the eye patch, revealing a hideous partial eye.
	"I will take from you everything you have taken from me. You will pay in blood for every injustice you have caused me." Zhhar snarled.
	The lizard pulled out the Jedi's knife and maliciously shoved it into Justin's eye. The Jedi screamed in agony as hot blood began gushing from the wound. Zhhar stood back until Justin's cries became quiet enough for him to speak again.
	"I spent my days in the mines dreaming up ways to make you suffer. Every lash of the guard's whip, every blow of my hammer against the rock increased my hatred of you. Now it is you who lay in bondage before me. I will enjoy making your last hours of life miserable. You will beg for death, and when the suns rise in the sky, I will grant your wish." 
	Justin's mind was still trying to comprehend the pain. He attempted to summon the force, but it did not respond. The lizard then removed the knife protruding out of his face and Justin again howled in pain. He could only imagine what he must look like, a thought that sent his morale plummeting. Both eyes clenched tightly as the blood pouring from his now eviscerated eye ran cold in the night breeze. He heard foot steps approaching. He wondered what torment awaited him now. He was answered with a snap in the air and the feeling of flesh being torn from his back. One of the mercenaries had struck him with a Bantha whip.
	Zhhar began to speak again, "I was beaten with many whips during my sentence in the mines. However my scales are much tougher than your soft hide. It peels so easily."
	The guard struck him again with the whip. A sound escaped Justin's mouth, but it was not a scream, or a yell. It was a strained gasp. His mouth hung open as his body began to go into shock from the intense agony. Another blow cut meat from his back, and he felt the blood leaving his now open flesh. The next lash was the last he felt. He heard the whip crack as it cut the air. He didn't know how many more times he was hit, as he lay in a semiconscious state. The man continued beating him for several minutes. until Zhhar raised his hand for his lackey to cease. 
	"He's had enough for now. I want him to feel every ounce of pain." Zhhar hissed.
	He drifted in and out, not knowing how much time had passed. It hurt to breath, and he could feel the sand grinding inside of his gaping back. Every breath he took required great effort. He opened his good eye, keeping his wounded one tightly shut. It was still dark. He knew if he did not escape now, he would perish. He desperately searched for anything he could use to aid in his escape. Still nothing presented itself. His tormentors were being extremely cautious, knowing the power of a Jedi.
	"What are you searching for?", Zhhar asked mockingly. "I want you to feel the hope of escaping. I want you to believe, really believe that you can escape me. So that I may crush your spirit, the way mine was crushed each day. There will be no relief for you Jedi. No escape."
	Justin felt a dark truth begin to take hold of him. He was going to die. The Force had all but abandoned him in this weakened state. The slavers were experts on captivity, and breaking a man's will. He noticed a hole was being dug close by. His grave? He hated Tatooine. He had promised him self at an early age that he would escape from the dusty planet. Now it seemed he would be buried here, forgotten in an unmarked grave in the middle of its desert.
	Two mercenaries unlocked his restraints and drug him by his hair to the hole. He now saw it was much deeper than any shallow grave. It was a deep but narrow pit. In the middle, a single wooden post stood straight up. He attempted to stand but he was weary, and the mercenaries were strong. They threw him down into the pit, his ribs cracking against the post during the fall. One mercenary jumped down into the hole, landing on him. The pain of the boots striking his chest was nothing compared to what he had already endured.
	Justin again tried to stand, now freed from his bonds. His legs were weak, and his arms seemed to be twice their normal weight, but he made it to his feet. Maybe he could mount an attack, even in this weakened state. He summoned what energy he could of the Force, and the sand began to swirl around him. The mercenary in the hole with him shielded his eyes with his arm, and began to back away. The Jedi gained a second wind, and used the Force to crush the Mercenary's body against the side of the pit. His resistance was short lived as two more men descended upon him in the pit, carrying stun batons. They beat him until he again collapsed. As the dust storm faded, the mercenaries grabbed him, pulled his arms behind his back and tied him to the post. as the two men climbed back out of the pit, another began to fill the pit with sand. They continued until only his head remained above ground. 
	Zhhar watched as this took place and again approached as it was completed.
 	"Do you feel trapped detective? Like you can't move? I too felt trapped." Zhhar stated.
	Justin could not answer at this point. The weight of the sand pressed heavily against his chest. He did feel trapped. Justin felt Zhhar's claws wrap around his face and force his head back. The lizard shoved a handful of the coarse, dry sand into the Jedi's mouth. The amount was so great and his mouth so dehydrated, he could not spit it out. 
	"Do you feel my thirst? An unquenchable thirst for water, for freedom?!", Zhhar exclaimed.
	Justin struggled to keep from swallowing the sand and suffocating. Each breath now small victory. With each rise and fall of his chest, the sand dug and twisted deeper into his wounds, and the pressure of being buried alive crushed him. 
	Zhhar was pleased at the sight, "I will allow you to rest for now. Until dawn, my Jedi friend." 
	The promise of rest was yet another cruelty. Sleeping was a death sentence, as he would be suffocated by the sand in his mouth, and the pressure surrounding him. Yet it was nearly impossible to resist. The blood loss made him weak and lethargic. Justin's mind fought to keep him awake. He could only think of his training, and how it was failing him. He wondered if the Jedi would search for him. He was here without permission of the House, and he wondered how long it would take them to notice he was gone. After his mind accepted the fact there would be no rescue, no grand escape, he began to come to peace with dying. He had renounced the Dark Side, and it seemed now, more than ever, to be saving him. If he had not traveled the path of the Jedi, he would be unable to be at peace with his death.
	Justin was unsure if he gave in to sleep, or if he was too deep in thought to notice the rising of the suns, but it was dawn. The roar of engines brought him back into reality. As he peered with his remaining eye, he spotted speeders approaching on the horizon. He shifted about in the sand, attempting to free himself. The sand only chaffed and cut deeper into his wounds. There was no escaping the coming doom.
	Zhhar walked menacingly towards him, a decorated gaffi stick in hand, most likely a trophy of the Sand People chieftain. His lackeys stood around cheering for blood. Zhhar looked down at the defeated Jedi. 
	"Are you ready to die Jedi?" Zhhar asked with a smile.
 	Justin had worked up a rather clever response in his head, and would have answered had the sand not caked his mouth with a dry, mud like substance he could not spit out. The Trandoshan raised the gaffi stick high in the air and brought it down on Justin's face. His nose and eye socket crushed beneath the might of the blow. Blood filled his mouth, combining with the sand to form a peculiar tasting mixture. Gobs of it ran down his throat in amounts that began to strangle him. The pain of the blow came and passed just as quickly. Justin could hear the other slavers laughing at Zhhar's inability to kill him with a single blow. He saw them exchange money, apparently betting on the Trandoshans's strength.					
	Zhhar again raised his stick, striking the Jedi across his head. Justin, still conscious, could see something out of the corner of his remaining eye. A piece of flesh. The blow had peeled a large portion of his forehead away from his skull, and it was now hanging down across his brow. He heard some of the mercenaries gasp, and at least one of them lost control of his stomach, emptying its contents onto the desert floor with a heavy thump. He did not feel any pain at this point. His body in complete shock, he could only observe what was happening. The Trandoshan let out a ferocious roar and clutched the gaffi stick with both hands, determined to deliver a killing blow. When it struck, Justin heard his skull crushing, and then, nothing.		
	Zhhar relished in the sight of the Jedi's brains scattered along the sands. The mercenaries cheered at his death. This celebration went on for some time. Zhhar felt a great comfort in knowing his captor was dead. When all seemed well, and his escape from the planet eminent, a lone shuttle entered the atmosphere, marked with the sign of House Odan Urr. Zhhar and his assembled scoundrels' blood ran cold.
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